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Abstract: Vehicular Adhoc Network is communication medium is used to exchanging message between vehicles
in road segment. This communication can have ability to provide safety while driving, reduces the expenses
spent on fuel by avoid traffic jams and provide information like emergency medical enquires. It is also useful
to protect the Passengers from becoming victims to criminals or robbers while travelling through the highways.
This study proposed a new message classification scheme for increasing reliability of emergence messages
based on its nature. This scheme includes rolls of three major agents are (1) Message Analyst (2) node selection
(3) Broadcaster. In our algorithm, when a message received it travel through this agents and selects next
message for further broadcasting. This selection is based on the nature of the message and requirement of the
messages. This mechanism improves the network utilization; reduce number of redundant message
broadcasting and aims to broadcast emergency message to all vehicles in a zone by fast retransmission.
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INTRODUCTION unit. In V2V message can send and receive through

Nowadays transportation plays major role of human can communicate both vehicle and also the devices which
culture. Modern transport systems, helps people to move are placed near the road or may in nearest building to road
from  one place  to  another  place fast and smoothly. shows in Fig. 1.
Even though advanced technologies introduced in When an emergency situation is occur, any one of
transport system, we faced many accidents and unwanted the vehicle will generate a message and send to all nodes
incidents are arrived while driving on the road. This may in a zone. That message should be deliver fast, with in
lead to traffic jam and waste of fuel and time. For avoiding message’s lifetime. Because receivers needs little bit of
this a new Intelligent Transport System (IIS) is proposed time to recognize the problem and reacting based on the
for safe driving. Based on this IIS a network designed for given message. If the message not delivered with
exchange the information between the vehicles on the particular time, that effort taken is useless in emergency
same zone. Those networks are called Vehicular Adhoc period. More over emergency message should be
Network (VANET). VANET is a self organized network rebroadcast immediately than other messages. Thus V2V
and every vehicle in this network is equipped with required efficient mechanism for message classification
devices for wireless communication. This network is used and delivering messages. In this study we proposed an
for the drivers to communicate with others while driving efficient message organization algorithm based on its
in highway or street road through some valuable nature and importance of messages. We generally classify
information like traffic jams, accidents, weather three separations in messages based on its nature and
conditions, services like gas, hotel, parking zone named our scheme as a Message Based Rebroadcasting
advertisements and emergency announcement. There are (MBR). Our proposed method is overcome delay rate,
two types of communications can used in this network brainstorming and improve the network bandwidth
that is Vehicle to Vehicle (V2V) and Vehicle to Roadside utilization for emergency related messages.

network devices installed in the vehicle. In V2R Message
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Fig. 1: Types of communication in VANET

Broadcasting is a suitable for VANET applications signal strength indicator. Sender vehicle select a next
because when there is an emergency, which will be broadcaster by select the node which have majority vote.
intimate to all the vehicles which are travelling through Samara et al. [3] proposed a contention based
the area. broadcasting  which select the node for rebroadcasting

When a vehicle broadcast an emergency message, it for higher distance away vehicles from the danger zone.
will be received by only vehicles within some hundreds It insert some delay time for rebroadcasting. Thus it
meter range or transmission scores a higher collision for more number of message is

The rest of this study organized as follows: section higher during the time.
2 presents an overview of the related works, followed by Wu et al. [4] proposed novel Position-based Multi-
our proposed algorithm in section 3. section 4 explains hop Broadcast (PMB) protocol for VANETs, select a node
simulation  and  results. Finally section concludes this for rebroadcasting based on coverage area of node with
study. shortest waiting time. But it is difficult to calculate waiting

Related Works: In VANET, broadcasting is a mostly Ros et al. [5] proposed Acknowledged broadcast
used by vehicles in highway for exchanging emergency from static to highly mobile, vehicles are grouped in to
messages  such  as  traffic  jam, weather and accidents. Connected Domain Sets (CDS). Vehicles are connected
The aim of broadcasting is when an emergency message themselves in to that set, whenever it receives a message.
received by a vehicle may be rebroadcast to all its Vehicles in CDS select a shorter waiting time than others.
neighbors except the sender. Broadcasting is easily Rebroadcasting will be performed within CDS until all
implemented  and  relatively fit for a small number of vehicles receiving message. CDS head decides whether
vehicles. If the number of vehicles in the network is the message should be broadcast or not, by using local
increases, the performance of the network will be dropped information from the neighbors.
quickly and the bandwidth utilization for single message These existing methods are tries to improve the
broadcasting will be increased. reliability of broadcasting by incessant rebroadcasting,

Lot of solutions has been identified by research for stop rebroadcasting through acknowledgements and
reliable broadcasting Pratap et al. [1] proposed node selection of broadcasting. But these schemes are
Destination Discovery Oriented routing protocol tries to not concentrate type and nature of messages. There are
reduce routing overhead and end to end delay with higher several messages are exchanged through VANET to each
packet delivery ratio. This alogrithm proposed Smart vehicle. It is classified by many ways emergency
NExthop Selection Algorithm to finds the farthest messages such as the traffic jams due to accidents or bad
forwarding node by allowing for reliable delivery of weather, emergency announcement like criminals
packets. movement in the particular zone, emergency enquiries like

Kamoltham   et   al.   [2]   proposed  Improving nearest hospitals or police station and service
reliable broadcast over asymmetric VANETs based on a announcement  like  coffee  shop,  gas  station and
RSSI-voting  algorithm which selects the vehicle with parking zones. But the existing methods there were
large transmission range with huge neighbors. It uses suggest a common method to handle all message in same
RSSI-Voting algorithm to select next hop broadcaster. manner. We proposed a new algorithm to overcome this
Each vehicle give a vote to neighbor and it is stored in problem.

time of the neighbor node.
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Fig. 2: Three Major Agents

Fig. 3: Message structure for this algorithm

Proposed Algorithm: It is assumed that set of vehicles are in VANET into three categories Level 1-Passengers Safety
move on a highways in two directions. Each vehicle is Message,  Level  2-Emergency Warring Message, Level
equipped with an antenna for DSRC/802.11p for V2V 3-Acknowledgement and Hello bacons. Some priority
communication and installed a GPS. Every vehicle is used code will be allocated for these messages. IRest of the
GPS methodology to identify its location and its paper discussed more clarrification about Message
neighbors and maintains a table to store the information classification at three levels.
about their neighbor. This table contains information like
neighbor’s vehicle id, direction, speed and time when the Level-1: Passengers Safety Message: In highways, even
records were updated recently. though there is lots of monitoring and checking will be

Here we proposed a solution for message implementing by the law enforcement department, many
dissemination that will be work with efficiently in all types criminals are moving from one place to another place
of network conditions. Our Proposal includes three major easily through highways. Passengers in the highways will
agnets: (1) Message Analyst (2) Forward node selection not know about the criminal who traveled along with
(3) Broadcaster. Thus, rest of the paper will discussed them. Sometimes innocent Passengers may be affected
more about the proposal. when the law enforcement people round up the criminals

Figure 2 Shows steps involved between message on the road. If a prior message passed to drives about the
received and broadcasting to all neighbors. criminals and their vehicle numbers, they may get

In this proposed algorithm we follow our own awareness and also providing additional information
message structure shows in Fig. 3. In this structure all about  the  criminals  to the law enforcement department.
fields  are  same  to  the  traditional message structure. In highways ambulance is also traveling in high speed to
Also we insert a new field at last is called message save some one’s life. Due to its sound and sign all other
broadcasted node ID. This id is containing the neighbor vehicles are give a way for its moving. Some time due
vehicles which are going to send the message. This will traffic ambulance is force to waiting. To avoid such traffic
help the next broadcaster to avoid sending the same a prior message can broadcast to all the Passengers on
message to same vehicle at least for one hop. This will the particular zone to get way without collusion.
increase the bandwidth utilization. Existing communication methodologies are radio

Message Analyst Agent: Whenever a system receives this purpose. But it is not sure all the drivers to listening
any message, that message classifies its type by the the same radio frequency or in internet. And it is difficult
message analyst. For that first we describe the messages to   communicate    all   the   Passengers   through  mobiles

broadcasting, internet or through mobiles may be used for
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Fig. 4: Level 1 Messages with priority which containing the information like neighbor id, number

communication without known their mobile numbers. every particular period. We assume, when a vehicle
Therefore Vehicle to Vehicle communication is one of the receive hello messages that information in the message
best solutions to communicated Passengers in highways. will be store in neighbor table shown in Fig. 6.
In our algorithm this messages has obtain higher priority This schema proposed a reliable algorithm to select
that is 001 to 004. Figure 4 shows the priorities for this next vehicle for rebroadcasting by the use of such
level 1 messages with definition. information.

Level-2: Emergency Warring Message: When a driver rebroadcasting. Thus sender should choose one of its
on the vehicle or a vehicle automatic system identify or neighbors to carry the same message to next hop. For this
detected any problem in the vehicle or roadside, first they selection, first the sender will identify the vehicles which
analysis nature of the incident if that is any critical related are  in  closer  to  its  transmission  range,  which  are last
to life or environment then a message is generated by the n- constant meters of sender’s transmission range.
driver or by the automatic system and spread all nearest Collections of these vehicles are form as set is called
vehicle or in particular zone. That incident is may be any long_d_set and it is separated using the following
accident, calling ambulance, break failures, traffic jam and formula:
weather problem. Such a message communication is
implemented in beginning of the vehicle to vehicle (1)
communication. In our proposal we had allocated second
priority that is P005 to P008 for these messages. Figure 5
shows the level-2 priorities with classification. (2)

Level -3 Messages: This category includes three types of
message like Hello Beacons, Advertisement Messages
and Acknowledgement messages. Passengers on the (3)
highways are needs some additional guidance through
their path like nearest Oil station, parking zone, Hotels and
Hospitals. Such on organizations can sending messages (4)
like advertisement regarding their status and announce
some discounts thorough this vehicle to vehicle to where, d  is distance between neighbor and sender by
communication. using Euclidean norm. ne_x,ne_y is neighbor’s x and y

Another important category is beacons. That is a position and sender_x,sender_y is sender’s x and y
periodic message which is passed by every vehicle in the position.
road. These beacons may carry acknowledgement for any d  is distance limit and s  is sender transmission
P001 to P007 messages or vehicle status like vehicle id, range and mc is invariable and value is closer to s .
positions, speed, direction and some other information. The major aim of this message is give more
These messages are backbone of this system. These production of people from the criminals and also it carries
beacons are called hello beacons or feedback beacons. information about the ambulance services. So it should be

These message both advertisement and beacons are
no need of rebroadcasting, so its get low priority that is
P008.

After the classification by message analyst next
module is selection of rebroadcasting algorithm. There are
lot of rebroadcasting methods are available in VANET.
Here we use proposed new selection algorithms for level-1
and level-2 message.

Node Selection Agent: We assume that every vehicle
when it is on the road it will broadcasting a hello beacons

neighbors it had, its position, through hello beacons at

For all level-1 & level -2 messages are need

neig
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Fig. 5: Priorities and description for level 2 message

Fig. 6: Neighbor table

Fig. 7: Node selection

Fig. 8: Priority queue for message broadcasting

Fig. 9: Simulation results Average delays
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Table 1: Parameter settings of simulation with ns-2
Parameter Value
Simulation time 1000 s
Number of vehicle 5,10,15,20,25
Vehicle speed 70 m/sec 
Message size 512Bytes
Hello message interval 1.5 sec
Performance factor Avg Delay
where, ne_sn selected neighbor for carrying the message to next hop, ne_tr
is neighbor’s transmission range, speed is neighbor’s vehicle speed, ne_dx
is neighbor node in long_d_set which have maximum transmission range.

send to other vehicle as earlier as possible. When a
vehicle receives these non preemptive types of message
then more importance should be given. The sender will
stop all the works and broadcasting these message
immediately to all nearest vehicles which are in its
transmission range. Then it will move to the process of
selecting one of its neighbors to retransmit the message.
That neighbor should be in capable of sending that
message to more vehicles. Sender already had a collection
of vehicles which are in long distance from its position.
Now the sender will pick one vehicle from distance_ set
which is having maximum transmission range. If more than
one vehicle are in same transmission range then choose
a vehicle which is traveling in highest speed. Because
level -1, message is very close to life of the Passengers so
it should be passes as much as earlier. Speed is opt
parameter to giving message to all vehicle in particular
zone with in short period of time:

Figure 7 shows the sample scenario. In this scenario
the sender had seven neighbors N1 to N7. As per the
proposal N4, N5 and N6 are the vehicles which are closer
to the transmission range. Assume that 350 m, 350 m, 250
m are the transmission range and 100 km, 90 km, 100 km
speed of N4, N5 and N6 respectively. Now the sender will
permit the vehicle N4 to carries the message to next hop
because of its transmission range and speed.

Broadcasting Agenta: This is one of the most important
agents in this algorithm. First this agent will find their
entire neighbors who are going broadcast the message.
Next it generates a message by the structure which we are
discussed. After that the message will be send to the
priority queues based on its priority shows in the Fig. 8.

Here queue 1 is used to store level 1 message queue
2 is stored level 2 messages and queue three is used to
broadcast acknowledgments, general quires and service
request.

Simulation and Results: The proposed algorithm was
implemented   using    network    simulator   and  generates

realistic mobility models for VANET simulations using
MOVE. This simulator generates road maps and allowed
to distributing the vehicles on the road and user can
create the pattern of vehicle movement or it can
automatically generate. We assume that each vehicle is
able to send a message in size of 1024 bytes and equipped
with two directional antennas and other simulation
parameters are given in Table 1. simulation whenever a
new vehicle is generated a neighbor information table is
also attached and initialized. 

The Fig. 9 shows the results of average time delay in
three priority levels. In priority level data reached the
designation very fast instead of level 2 and level 3
messages.

As per the results the level 1 message are reached by
the vehicles as soon as earlier than level 2 and level 3
messages. Thus emergency messages will be reached to
all nodes with in time.

CONCLUSION

In this study, we proposed a message based
rebroadcasting protocol for VANET which is reliable and
fast message transmission in efficient way. It consists of
three agent’s message analyzing agent, node selection
agent, broadcasting agent. The results shows network
utilization are improved by reduce number of redundant
message broadcasting. Also it broadcast emergency
message to all vehicles in a zone by fast transmission. It
split the message and allocated in separate queue and
give more priority for broadcasting level1-emergency
messages than other level messages. 
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